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per cent in the proportion between the ,two.gases. We con-
clude, therefore, that the physical properties of the two gases
are much more nearly equal than we should have expected
from their atomic weights.
Another method of fractionation. used by Mr. Aston was
more successful, this was to allow the mixed gases to diffuse
through a porous substance such as the stem of a clay tobacco
pipe. The lighter constituent diffuses faster than the fie'avier one
and by this means he obtained sufficient alteration in the pro-
portion between the two gases to produce appreciable changes
in the relative brightness of the two lines on the positive ray
photograph, and changes in the density large enough to be
detected by the quartz balance.    No difference, however, could
be observed in the spectrum of the mixture, and this in con-
junction with the failure of the cooled charcoal to produce any
separation gives some grounds for the suspicion that the two
gases, although of different atomic weights,  may be indis-
tinguishable in their chemical and spectroscopic  properties.
There  are several products of radio-active transformations
such as radio-lead and thorium which have different atomic
weights and are supposed to be inseparable from each other
by any chemical process.
As another example of the method we will take its appli-
cation to the investigation of the gases given off when solids are
bombarded by cathode rays. The apparatus used for this is
shown in Fig 13. B is the vessel in which the positive rays are
produced. A is a vessel communicating with B by two tubes,
one of which is a very fine capillary tube while the other is 5
or 6 mm. in diameter ; taps are inserted so that one or both of
these tubes may be closed and the vessels isolated from each
other. The vessel A contains a curved cathode such as are
used for Rontgen ray focus tubes, and the cathode rays focus
on the platform on which the substance to be bombarded is

